An action verb is a word that names an action. It may contain more than one word. It may contain a helping verb.

Directions: Circle the action verb or verbs in each sentence given below.

Example A: The man confronted me about the issue.
Answer: confronted

1. The students displayed their work in the auditorium.
2. I discovered the cure to the disease.
3. The teacher edited her student’s work.
4. The park was established a decade ago.
5. The auditor estimated the future costs.
6. My friend entertained his guests.
7. I exchanged numbers with my new friend.
8. The postman delivered the mail.
9. Many people enlisted in the army.
10. The workers constructed a new house.
11. My mom contacted my school about my whereabouts.
12. The leader devised a plan.
13. The doctor examined my foot.
14. The man conducted the orchestra.
**Answers:**

1. displayed
2. discovered
3. edited
4. established
5. estimated
6. entertained
7. exchanged
8. delivered
9. enlisted
10. constructed
11. contacted
12. devised
13. examined
14. conducted